Journal of Legal Economics
Style Sheet Instructions for Contributors
Papers Section
Manuscripts submitted for publication in this section of the Journal
should be original research and will be vetted through a double blind review
process.
1. Contributors should e-mail manuscripts to David Schap at
dschap@holycross.edu.
2. The Journal of Legal Economics follows the author-date style prescribed
by the Chicago Manual of Style, 15th Edition. Bibliographic entries should
be listed alphabetically at the end of the manuscript under the heading
‘‘References.’’ References cited within the text should use the author-date
system. The last name of the author followed by the year of publication
should be enclosed in parentheses and usually placed at the end of the
sentence before the punctuation with no comma between author name and
year, i.e., (Ray 1991). Free on-line websites that will create the references
according to the Chicago style are available from BibMe (http://www.
bibme.org/) and WorksCited4U (http://workscited4u.com). On-line websites that will create the references for a small fee include Easybib (http://
www.easybib.com/).
3. Manuscripts should be submitted as a Microsoft Word document. They
must be double-spaced using a Times New Roman 12 point font. For
complex equations (i.e. more than mere subscripts and superscripts), please
build your equations using the Equation Editor within Microsoft Word.
4. Tables and ﬁgures should be created in Microsoft Word or Microsoft
Excel. Each Table and Figure should be placed on a separate page and
numbered consecutively.
5. The ﬁrst (title) page should contain the manuscript’s title, author’s title
and afﬁliation, complete mailing address, telephone number, fax number,
and e-mail address. The author(s) should only be identiﬁed on the title
page. The second page should start with the title of the manuscript and an
abstract of 150 words or less.
6. The use of footnotes or endnotes is discouraged. However, if information
cannot be incorporated in the main text, endnotes should be placed at the
end of the manuscript, preceding the reference page.
7. Manuscripts that have been published elsewhere or that are being
considered for publication at other journals should not be submitted.
8. A submission fee of $50.00 must accompany your manuscript (there is no
fee for members of AAEFE). Payments may be made via Pay Pal at http://
aaefe.org/jle/.
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Reviews and Cases of Note Section
As implied by the heading, manuscripts submitted for publication in this
section are reviews of court decisions, statutes, or other relevant aspects of the
legal environment affecting forensic economists and their practice.
Manuscripts submitted for this section of the Journal undergo editorial
review by three of the seven section editors, as opposed to double-blind peer
review. Manuscripts should follow the preceding guidelines and should be
submitted to Paul Bjorklund at paulbjorklund@aol.com or Thomas Ireland
at ireland@umsl.edu.
Data Points Section
This section of the Journal focuses on empirical data, Internet sites,
computer software, and other such resources that are useful in the practice of
forensic economics. Manuscripts submitted for this section of the Journal
undergo editorial review by the two section editors, as opposed to double-blind
peer review. Manuscripts should follow the preceding guidelines and should be
submitted to William H. Rogers at rogers@johnwardeconomics.com or Gary
Skoog at gskoog@umich.edu
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Documentation Guidelines
The Journal of Legal Economics follows the author-date system of
documentation set forth in the Chicago Manual of Style, 15th Edition. To
assist our authors, we are providing examples of reference list (bibliography)
entries for various types of sources. Please make certain that the reference list
of the article you have submitted for publication conforms to this style.
Author-Date Citation Style
Book
Martin, Gerald D. 2006. Determining Economic Damages. Costa Mesa, CA:
James Publishing, Inc.
Journal Article
Ray, Clarence G. 1991. President’s Comments: The Economic Expert and
Civil Litigation. Journal of Legal Economics 1(1): 1–4.
(Note: All journal article references must include volume number and page
numbers.)
Book Article or Chapter
Hall, Robert E, and Victoria A. Lazear. 2000. Reference Guide on
Estimation of Economic Losses in Damages Awards. In Reference Manual on
Scientiﬁc Evidence. 2d ed. Federal Judicial Center. St. Paul, MN: West
Group.
Website
Ireland, Thomas. 2006. Court Decisions of Special Interest to Economists. In
Useful information about forensic economics. University of Missouri Saint
Louis. [Last visited April 22, 2009]. Available: http://www.umsl.edu/
divisions/artscience/economics/ForensicEconomics/CasesFE.htm
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